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Solution
Trimble® S5 Robotic Total Station

Trimble GNSS Receivers

Trimble Access™ Software

The Kuwait Municipality integrates 
Trimble technologies into their own 
software to eliminate paperwork 
and expedite boundary surveys.

Kuwait is now delivering parcels to citizens 
faster than ever.

A survey crew initializes a survey using Trimble Access to combine measurements from GNSS and a total station. The technique enables them to 
work directly in the Kuwait coordinate framework.



Kuwait’s land management department, 
Kuwait Municipality (KM), requires all 
landowners to have their boundary 
surveyed and marked before 
development. When growth is fast 
and buildings seemingly shoot up 
overnight, KM needs to be one step 
ahead of the landowners to ensure 
site improvements stay within their 
boundaries. Thanks to a new mixed 
software solution, the lengthy process 
of boundary work has been expedited.
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As all surveyors know, performing a boundary survey is 
seldom as easy as setting monuments at the corners and 
walking away. In the high-development areas of Kuwait, 
existing buildings tend to complicate boundary work in 
two ways: by obstructing GNSS reception during stakeout 
of an adjoining parcel and—more severely—by exceeding 
(encroaching) boundary lines.

Encroaching features delay new development and can 
have costly consequences for parties on both sides of the 
property line. ”Often there are parcels attached to buildings 
from one, two or three sides,” says Meshaal Al Arada, Survey 
Services Supervisor of Kuwait Municipality. “KM wants to 
check if the neighbors have violations [encroachments].”

“KM requested Vision, to develop a system that would 
enable them to locate and mark parcel coordinates with 
an accuracy of better than 3cm.” said Eid Al-Adwani, 
General Manager of Vision International, a software 
solutions company. The new paperless system employs 
several software solutions, including Trimble Access, which 
facilitates the data transfer between the field and the main 
offices. Al-Adwani notes  notes that, “Without Trimble 
Access, none of this is possible.”

A MIXED SOFTWARE SOLUTION

Trimble Access works with an application called the 
Remote Parcel Validator (RPV), which performs quality 
control checks in real time. The RPV evaluates several 
factors to ensure the survey work is done properly and 
then either approves or rejects the boundary survey based 
on municipality standards. 

Items evaluated by the RPV include the functioning 
status of the equipment, the accuracy of the boundary 
coordinates as located by the surveyor, and the quality of 
the GNSS network. If the stakeout coordinates are outside 
of tolerance or the GNSS constellation is poor, the RPV 
will freeze the transaction and allow the supervisor to 
intercede remotely.  Alternately, if the RPV determines 
the job was well done, it prompts the parcel release form, 
which the surveyor and client then sign digitally on the data 
collector. Trimble Access delivers the form instantly to the 
main office for final approval. Once a 15-day process, the 
boundary survey and parcel handover is now performed in 
a single afternoon under ideal conditions.



WHEN CONDITIONS AREN’T IDEAL

The KM surveyors rely on the Kuwait real-time GNSS 
network to perform their survey work. Should buildings 
or other features obstruct the horizon and interfere with 
GNSS reception, a surveyor will set up the Trimble S5 
robotic total station. With a prism and GNSS receiver (KM 
uses Trimble R2, R8, and R10 receivers) mounted on a 
single pole, simultaneous optical and GNSS measurements 
are taken in three different open areas. This establishes 
the position of the S5 on the control network through the 
resection routine in Trimble Access. A conventional stakeout 
of the parcel corners then follows.

When a KM surveyor arrives on site and finds encroachments, 
he postpones the parcel stakeout and instead measures 

Trimble Access software enables surveyors to combine GNSS and total station data for resection, stakeout and in-field computations. Data can be 
shared with RPV for immediate quality checking and validation.

Right: The Kuwaiti surveyors used a Trimble S5 total station for 
setting out and checking for encroachments. 

Far Right: The Trimble R10 GNSS receiver provides precise GNSS 
positioning for property and engineering surveys. It uses the Kuwait 
GNSS network with Trimble VRS technology to provide centimeter 
accuracy in real time. 
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“This solution saved time, and the process for delivery changed from more 
than 15 days to two hours.” 

— Meshaal Al Arada, Survey Services Supervisor, Kuwait Municipality
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Surveyors and municipal officials mark an encroachment. By 
combining precise measurements with cadastral data they can 
quickly identify any problems.

The Kuwait Municipality (KM) is a multi-discipline organization 
founded in 1930 to oversee land management and development.

the encroaching features, which might include fences, 
driveways, or buildings.  The data is then sent by 
Trimble Access to the main office for review, where 
often the boundary is adjusted and the parcel corners 
set at another time. Any encroaching features need 
to be reviewed by the main office just as they were 
traditionally, but the “bad news” is delivered almost in 
real-time, and adjustments can be made more quickly.

Combining the connectivity allowed by Trimble 
Access and the quality assurance provided by the RPV 
eliminates paperwork, quickens survey data transfer 
and automates quality control. This harmony of 
different software solutions promises to create more 
accurate and efficient boundary surveys for Kuwait.


